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Doppler Ultrasound Technology for Fetal
Heart Rate Monitoring: A Review

Paul Hamelmann , Rik Vullings, Alexander F. Kolen, Jan W. M. Bergmans , Judith O. E. H. van Laar ,
Piero Tortoli , Senior Member, IEEE, and Massimo Mischi , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Fetal well-being is commonly assessed by
monitoring the fetal heart rate (fHR). In clinical practice,
the de facto standard technology for fHR monitoring is
based on the Doppler ultrasound (US). Continuous monitor-
ing of the fHR before and during labor is performed using a
US transducer fixed on the maternal abdomen. The continu-
ous fHR monitoring, together with simultaneous monitoring
of the uterine activity, is referred to as cardiotocography
(CTG). In contrast, for intermittent measurements of the
fHR, a handheld Doppler US transducer is typically used.
In this article, the technology of Doppler US for continu-
ous fHR monitoring and intermittent fHR measurements is
described, with emphasis on fHR monitoring for CTG. Spe-
cial attention is dedicated to the measurement environment,
which includes the clinical setting in which fHR monitoring
is commonly performed. In addition, to understand the sig-
nal content of acquiredDoppler US signals, the anatomy and
physiology of the fetal heart and the surrounding maternal
abdomen are described. The challenges encountered in
these measurements have led to different technological
strategies, which are presented and critically discussed,
with a focus on the US transducer geometry, Doppler signal
processing, and fHR extraction methods.

Index Terms— Cardiotocography (CTG), Doppler ultra-
sound (US), fetal heart rate (fHR), fetal monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

CARDIOTOCOGRAPHY (CTG) is the simultaneous and
continuous recording of fetal heart rate (fHR) and

uterine contractions (UCs). The CTG method was inde-
pendently described in the late 1950s and early 1960s
by Hon and Hess [1] in the United States, Alvarez and
Caldeyro-Barcia [2] in Uruguay, and Hammacher [3] in
Germany. Eventually, the first commercial fetal monitor
was released by Hewlett Packard (Böblingen, Germany)
in 1968 [4]. Since then, CTG has become the standard method
to assess the fetal well-being before and during labor [5].
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The primary objective of CTG is to reduce fetal mor-
tality and morbidity by identifying fetuses at risk and
determining the optimal timing of delivery [6]–[8]. It was
shown that the use of CTG is associated with a decrease in the
neonatal mortality [9]. However, it is well known that while
CTG has high sensitivity, its specificity is limited, which has
led to an increase in unnecessary Caesarian sections [10], [11].
The interpretation of CTG recordings is often challenging, and
inter- and intra-observer variability are high [12]. Therefore,
computer-assisted analysis of CTG recordings has been intro-
duced [13]–[15] and, more recently, the extraction of features
from the fHR and its variability have been investigated because
of their potential to describe more directly the autonomous
regulation of the fetus [16]–[18].

In general, the fHR can be measured by various technolo-
gies, which can be categorized into technologies for intermit-
tent and continuous fHR measurements. They have different
clinical objectives: while intermittent measurement techniques
are used for the verification of fetal life or assessment of
cardiac performance, continuous measurement techniques are
used to obtain an fHR recording of a cardiotocogram.

During pregnancy, the fetal heart spontaneously starts beat-
ing at a gestational age (GA) of five weeks. This can be
measured by a trained sonographer using diagnostic ultra-
sound (US) imaging systems, either with a transvaginal or,
at higher GA, using abdominal US transducers [19]. Alter-
natively, the fHR can be obtained using handheld Doppler
US devices (Doppler auscultation) [20]. At a later stage in
pregnancy, experienced clinicians may also measure the fHR
by listening to the sounds produced by the beating heart, using
a fetal stethoscope or, in low-income countries, the so-called
Pinard horn, which is a low-cost trumpet-shaped device [21].

Intermittent measurements are dependent on the operator
and can only be used for spot-check assessment of the fetal
conditions. However, especially during labor, techniques for
continuous fHR recordings are required. The most accurate
and reliable technique for continuous fHR monitoring is based
on a direct fetal scalp electrode [22], which, however, can only
be used when the membranes are ruptured. Due to its inva-
siveness and risk of infections, it is considered a nonpreferred
method [23]. More recently, abdominal ECG measurements
have allowed obtaining continuous fHR recordings noninva-
sively [24], [25]. Abdominal ECG requires advanced signal
processing to deal with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the
overlaying electric signal of the maternal ECG [25]. Especially
during GA = 28–32 weeks, when the fetus has formed a fatty
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Fig. 1. Technical building blocks of a Doppler-based fHR monitoring
system. In this review, a detailed section is dedicated for each of these
blocks, and exemplary signals of the intermediate processing steps are
shown in Fig. 2.

layer (vernix caseosa), acting as an electrical insulator, low
SNR is a limiting factor [26]. Other methods, including fetal
phonocardiography (fPCG) [27], fetal photoplethysmography
(fPPG) [28], and fetal magnetocardiography (fMCG) [29],
have been described in the literature but are not routinely used
in the clinical practice.

At this time, the most common technology to measure the
fHR of a CTG recording is based on the Doppler US, where
the US transducer is fixed on the maternal abdomen for con-
tinuous recording. Yet, there are known technical limitations,
such as the inaccurate beat-to-beat estimation of the fHR [30]
and frequent periods of signal loss. Signal loss is especially
severe for premature deliveries, high body-mass-index (BMI)
mothers, multiple gestations, and during the second stage
of labor [31]–[33], making the analysis of fHR recordings
challenging. The Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics
(FIGO) recommends to only use fHR recordings for clinical
analysis when, in no more than 20% of the recording time, an
fHR signal is lost [34].

While some reviews describe the state-of-the-art in CTG
or Doppler signal analysis, with a focus on feature extraction
and clinical interpretation [35], [36], limited information is
available for understanding the role of US Doppler signal
acquisition, along with the associated limitations, challenges,
and opportunities. The focus of this article lies on the techni-
cal building blocks of a Doppler US-based fHR monitoring
system and their relation to possible error sources, which
may prevent a successful fHR recording. Fig. 1 schematically
shows these technical building blocks, and for each technical
building block, exemplary signals are shown in Fig. 2. This
article is structured as follows. In Section II, the measure-
ment environment is thoroughly characterized, including the
clinical setting, the anatomical structures within the maternal
abdomen, and the mechanical physiology of the fetal human
heart. In Section III, the monitoring system is described.
According to the schematic shown in Fig. 1, the main fea-
tures of the US transducer (Section III-A), Doppler signal
processing (Section III-B), fHR extraction (Section III-C), and
display/presentation (Section III-D) are reported. A discussion
on the current technology and design choices (Section IV) is
followed by our views on future perspectives (Section V).

II. MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT

A. Clinical Setting

CTG is performed in both the antenatal and intrapartum
periods. Commonly, for GA ≥ 28 weeks, a cardiotocogram is

Fig. 2. Exemplary signals after intermediate signal processing steps.
(a) Raw radiofrequency US signal. (b) Nondirectional Doppler signal.
(c) Envelope of the Doppler signal. (d) ACF. (e) fHR signal trace. Note
different units on the abscissas.

routinely performed for a minimum recording time of 30 min
to identify fetuses at risk [37]. The monitoring frequency
strongly depends on the individual clinical risk assessment
and can vary from single recordings on an outpatient to several
recordings per day [36], [37]. When a mother is admitted to the
labor ward, a 30-min test is frequently performed for initial
fetal well-being assessment. Continuous CTG monitoring is
routinely initiated during the first stage of labor and then
continued until the delivery [37].

For the acquisition of the fHR signal in the clinical practice,
a skilled personnel palpates the fetal presentation and moves
the US transducer across the maternal abdomen while listening
to the Doppler signal, made audible by the fHR monitoring
system [38]. For better acoustic coupling, US gel is applied
between maternal skin and the US transducer [38]. When the
heart lies within the measurement volume of the transducer,
the clinician fixates the position of the transducer using a
flexible belt and commences continuous fHR recording [10].

During labor, mothers are encouraged to frequently change
their position from reclining to sitting and to walking
position [39]; immersion into water during labor is also
possible [40]. Medical equipment is required to work for all
the mother’s positions [41] and needs to function in the hectic
labor environment, where the clinical staff repetitively interacts
and takes care of mother and fetus using various clinical
procedures.

B. Maternal Abdomen

Various anatomical structures and tissue types are present
between the fetal heart and the US transducer. Transmitted
US waves propagate through the maternal skin and subcu-
taneous tissue, the uterine muscle, the amniotic sac filled
with amniotic fluid, and the chest of the fetus. When they
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the anatomical structures within the maternal
abdomen. For the depicted cephalic presentation, the US transducer is
positioned at a typical location.

finally reach the fetal heart, they are reflected toward the
US transducer following the same acoustic path in the reverse
order [42]. An illustration of the anatomical structures within
the maternal abdomen is shown in Fig. 3.

The distance between the US transducer and fetal heart
depends mainly on the thickness of the subcutaneous fatty
tissue, which can strongly vary between mothers of differ-
ent countries [43] and different socio-economic status [44].
In addition, the fetal presentation affects this distance and
determines under which angle the heart is insonified. For
mothers with an average BMI, the fetal heart to trans-
ducer distance is typically 4–18 cm. While the fetus can
freely move within the uterus at early GA, the most preva-
lent fetal presentation at term is the cephalic presentation
(“head down”) [45], and the frequency of gross body move-
ment is reduced [46]. Velazquez and Rayburn [47] character-
ized fetal movement (FM) based on their duration and strength.
Gross body movement was described as a strong rolling
and stretching motion of the body sustained over a period
of 3–30 s. Shorter simple movements of fetal extremities vary
in strength and may be an isolated event and last up to 15 s.
In addition, a weak motion of the fetal chest is present as a
result of the fetal breathing and fetal hiccups [47].

Throughout gestation, the uterus grows from a fist-sized
organ toward an organ that occupies most of the abdom-
inal cavity, reaching from the pelvic bone to the xiphoid
process [42]. Blood supply to the uterus is provided by the
uterine arteries [42]. In the antepartum period, the uterus starts
contracting weakly, irregularly, and nonfrequently to prepare
for the expulsion of the fetus [48]. In the intrapartum period,
UCs become stronger, more frequent, and last longer, with a
duration of 10–30 s every 15–30 min at the onset of labor
and up to 60-s long UCs every 2–3 min during the expulsion
phase [42].

The placenta can attach to any side of the uterus, but
anterior, posterior, and lateral placental locations are most
common [49]. At term, maternal blood flow through the
placenta is approximately 600–700 mL/min. The free-floating
umbilical cord, which typically consists of two umbilical
arteries and one umbilical vein, provides nutrition and oxygen

Fig. 4. (a) Anatomy of the fetal heart, with left atrium (LA), right
atrium (RA), LV, RV, TV, pulmonary valve (PV), AV, and MV. The foramen
ovale shunts the RA and LA, and the ductus arteriosus shunts the
aorta with the pulmonary artery allowing oxygenated blood to bypass
the pulmonary circulation. The black arrows indicate the direction of
blood flow. (b) Cardiac phases and valve motion during a cardiac cycle.
The indexes o and c indicate the opening and closing of the valves,
respectively.

from the placenta to the fetus and transports waste products
such as carbon dioxide to the mother [49].

The fetal heart lies within the chest of the fetus and
is surrounded by the ribs. Ossification of the fetal skele-
ton develops throughout gestation and is at term far from
complete [50], [51]. In addition, the fetal lungs are filled with
fluid, which favors the propagation of US waves, by avoiding
they are blocked by air [52].

C. Anatomy and Physiology of the Fetal Heart

During gestation, the heart is among the first organs which
are formed and it develops from a tube-like organ, at day 21 of
gestation, to a four-chambered heart [42].

Luewan et al. [53] used spatiotemporal image correlation
M-mode imaging to derive the normal fetal cardiac dimen-
sions for GA =14–40 weeks. They found that the fetal–
heart biventricular outer diameter (BVOD) can be described
by BVOD = −2.3624 + (0.2769 GA) − (0.0030 GA2) [53],
leading to a term BVOD of 3.9 cm.

The anatomy and physiology of the fetal heart differ from
the anatomy and physiology of the adult heart. Since blood is
oxygenated in the placenta, there is no need to pump the entire
blood through the lungs. Therefore, two shunts are present in
the fetal heart [see Fig. 4(a)]. The ductus arteriosus connects
the pulmonary artery with the aorta, and the foramen ovale
connects the left and right atriums. In that way, most of the
oxygenated blood coming from the placenta directly flows into
the systemic circulation [42].

Despite the presence of these two shunts, the same electro-
mechanical cardiac events of an adult fetal heart are present
in the fetal heart. The cardiac cycle can be divided into
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a diastolic and systolic phase for both atria and ventricles,
respectively [see Fig. 4(b)]. In early diastole, the mitral
valve (MV) and tricuspid valve (TV) are open and blood flows
passively into the ventricles. In late diastole, both atria contract
to complete the filling of the ventricles. At the beginning of
the ventricular systole, all cardiac valves are closed and the
blood volume in the ventricles does not change. Due to the
contraction of the ventricles (isovolumetric contraction),
the blood pressure in the ventricles increases, which opens
the pulmonary valve and aortic valve (AV), allowing blood to
be ejected [42].

The complex 3-D motion and deformation of myocardial
tissue during contraction are determined by the orientation of
myocardial fibers. Tutschek et al. [54] used the tissue Doppler
imaging to measure the tissue velocities at different sites of
the fetal heart at various GAs and characterized the systolic
tissue velocity of right ventricle (RV) and left ventricle (LV)
with vRV = 0.017 GA2 − 0.5944 GA + 9.0522 cm/s and
vLV = 0.009 GA2 − 0.2104 GA + 5.0742 cm/s, respectively.
Similar values have been found by Elmstedt et al. [55].
Reed et al. [56] investigated the blood flow through the
fetal cardiac vales using the pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler with
a linear array scanner, and maximal flow velocities of up
to v = 70 cm/s have been measured in the aorta.

After the first spontaneous beating of the fetal heart at
GA = 5 weeks, the fHR rapidly increases to an average
value of fHR = 170 beats per minute (bpm) at GA = 10
weeks [19] and then slowly decreases until term [57]. Pildner
von Steinburg et al. [57] analyzed 78 852 CTG traces and
concluded that the normal fHR, which is nonindicative for any
fetal compromise, lies in the range of fHR = 110–160 bpm.
In the developing fetal heart, the electrophysiological channels
in the myocardial tissue are immature, and calcium ions
are removed more slowly from the myocardial tissue after
contraction compared to the adult fetal heart [59]. Conse-
quently, to deal with the increased cardiac demand, rather than
contracting more strongly, the fetal heart typically responds by
rapidly increasing its heart rate [59].

III. MONITORING SYSTEM

A. Ultrasound Transducer

1) Physics of Ultrasound Propagation: When a US transducer
is positioned on the maternal abdomen, the transmitted US
waves propagate through the maternal abdomen and interact
with the tissue structures described in Section II. The trans-
mission and specular reflection of US waves at the boundary
between two media with different acoustic properties can
be characterized by their difference in acoustic impedance
Z = ρc, with medium density ρ and US propagation
velocity c. A detailed explanation can be found in [60]. Next
to specular reflections, US scattering into all directions occurs
when US waves interact with structures, like the red blood
cells, which are smaller than their wavelength, λ = c/ f0
with transmission frequency f0. Scattered US waves are
typically lower in amplitude compared to specular reflections.
Both specular reflection and scattering contribute to the echo
US wave, which is eventually received by the transducer on

the abdominal surface. An example of such received US signal
is shown in Fig. 2(a).

The intensity I of a propagating US wave decreases as a
function of depth z when propagating through the abdomen
as follows:

I (z) = I (0)e−α f0 z (1)

with the attenuation coefficient, α, representing the energy
loss due to both absorption and scattering. The attenuation
coefficient is typically approximated as a linear function of
the US frequency f0, expressed in dB/cm/MHz, although
the actual relationship is mostly nonlinear [60]. Therefore,
as the fetus may lie deep within the uterus, US transducers for
fHR as well as FM measurements typically operate in a low-
frequency range: f0 = 1–3 MHz [32], [35], [61]–[70]. This
is especially important for measurements on mothers with a
large BMI, because the fat layer increases the US transducer
to fetal heart distance and is characterized by high US attenua-
tion [71]. A comprehensive overview of the acoustic properties
of the anatomical structures in the maternal abdomen can be
found in [72].

2) Transducer Geometry: For fHR monitoring, it is required
that the fetal heart lies within the field of view (FOV)
of the employed transducer aperture. Typically, for inter-
mittent measurements using a handheld Doppler probe, the
US transducer uses a single, circular, piezoelectric element
for transmission [35].

For such a single-element aperture, the beam profile has a
full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) in the Fraunhofer zone
(far field) that, at a depth z, can be approximated by

FWHM = 1.4zλ/2a (2)

where a is the transducer element radius [60]. Given the
typical fetal heart to transducer distance (see Section II-B), the
fHR monitoring system indeed operates in the Fraunhofer
zone, which starts at a depth zF = a2/λ. Equation (2) estab-
lishes an inverse relationship between the width of the beam
profile and both diameter, 2a, and US frequency, f0 = c/λ.
Increasing the transmit frequency f0 reduces the FWHM, and,
thus, the FOV of the transducer, such that the fetal heart more
likely moves out of view. In addition, increasing f0 comes
at the cost of reduced penetration depth. On the other hand,
decreasing f0 reduces the sensitivity to measure flow and
tissue velocities.

Jensen and Svendsen [73] used the Field II US simulation
program to characterize the transducer design requirements for
a handheld, portable, and easy-to-use fHR monitoring [74].
They concluded that a diverging beam, generated by a single
convex transducer with a width of 10 mm, curvature radius
of 100 mm, and f0 = 2 MHz, leads to the best balance
between signal strength and robustness to fetal and maternal
movement [74].

For continuous monitoring of fHR, the transducer’s
FOV can be increased using an array with multiple elements.
Typically, in such an array, a central transducer element is sur-
rounded by multiple elements in a circular pattern [61], [75].
Such transducer geometry is shown in Fig. 5(a), for which
the corresponding generated US pressure field was generated
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Fig. 5. (a) Geometry of a multi-element transducer used for continu-
ous fHR monitoring. The corresponding pressure field was generated
using the k-wave simulation program using a transmission frequency of
f�=� MHz. (b) US pressure field in the xy-plane at a depth z = 100 mm.
(c) US pressure field in the zy-plane at x = 0 mm.

using the k-wave [76] simulation program [Fig. 5(b) and (c)].
The US waves transmitted by such US transducers interfere,
leading to local variations in the US pressure within the
medium [77]. The local pressure variations affect the ampli-
tude of the reflected US echo, which is eventually received by
the array. Since the fetal heart is large compared to the spatial
dimensions of these local variations, i.e., there is always a
part of the fetal heart sufficiently insonified [53], these local
variations do not hamper the fHR monitoring. However, these
variations do have an effect on the received signal strength in
preterm fetuses. Furthermore, these local variations affect the
performance of methods addressed to estimate the fetal heart
location (fHL) [61], [62]. Usage of a multiple-array transducer
has been described to allow insonification of different sites
of the uterus, with the aim of measuring FM along with
the estimation of the fHR [64], [75]. Furthermore, flexible
transducer arrays which have the potential of measuring
the fHR for all fHLs have also been described [78]–[80].

3) Transducer Positioning: The FOV depends on the
US transducer geometry and frequency and sets the volume in
which the fHR can be measured. As a result of fetal descent
in the birth canal, FM, the abdominal shape-altering effect
of UC, and the maternal pushing during the second stage
of labor, the fetal heart may move out of the transducer’s
FOV [81]. Furthermore, the location of the fetal heart also
changes due to the filling of the bladder [71]. A filled
bladder occupies more space in the pelvic cavity and possibly
pushes the uterus upward [71]. Therefore, correct transducer
positioning is crucial for continuous monitoring of the fHR.

Before positioning of the US transducer, the fetal pre-
sentation is palpated by a clinician. Palpation of the fetal
presentation can be difficult in preterm pregnancies as well
as for mothers with a high BMI [82]. Sometimes, US imaging

is required to further assist in finding the fHL [83]. Clini-
cians swipe the US transducer across the maternal abdomen
while listening to the Doppler signal and subsequently fix the
US transducer using a flexible belt. This may be a tedious task
and requires experienced clinicians. To support clinicians in
positioning the US transducer, methods have been developed
to estimate the fetal location [61], [62], [77]. These methods
exploit a multi-element array and measure the Doppler power
in each individual transducer element, which is then put into
a probabilistic framework for fHL estimation. In that way,
a visual feedback can be provided to the clinician to position
the US directly above the fetal heart. This improves signal
quality, reduces the probability that the fetal heart moves out
of the FOV during continuous monitoring, and improves the
clinical workflow when the fHR signal is lost [61], [62]. For
fHR monitoring independent of the transducer positioning,
the FOV may be increased to cover all potential fHLs by
integrating multiple elements into a single flexible transducer
array [78], [80]. In a patent described by Groberman et al. [84],
a US array may be arranged to yield different modes of
operation, one using a low f0 for fetal heart localization and
the other one using a high f0 for fHR measurement.

For monitoring twins or triplets, multiple US transducers
are positioned on the maternal abdomen. Careful positioning
is required to guarantee that both fHRs are correctly registered
and no duplicate monitoring of the same fetus occurs [7].
It is recommended to use a multi-channel monitor that allows
simultaneous recording of both fetuses. An alarm is launched
when the fHRs are too similar to prevent the risk that the fHR
of the same fetus is measured twice [7]. Correct and unam-
biguous detection of twin-fHR is crucial, as there is a trend of
increasing twinning rates in the developed countries [85] and
twin pregnancies have increased mortality and morbidity [86].

Another consequence of incorrect US transducer positioning
is the chance of recording the maternal heart rate (mHR)
instead of the fHR [81], [87]. Esplin and Eller [87] reported
cases where the mHR was misinterpreted as fHR. This com-
monly occurred after repositioning of the patient, after FM,
or during pushing in the second stage of labor, when the
baseline of mHR increases and falls in the typical range
of fHR [87]. Therefore, simultaneous recording of mHR is
recommended [87].

4) Ultrasound Safety in Obstetrics and Gynecology: When
US interacts with tissue at sufficiently high intensities, it
potentially causes biophysical harm due to heating, mechanical
effects, cavitation, or chemical effects [88]. These effects
require special attention as the fetus is particularly sensitive
during early pregnancy [89]. However, until now, there is no
clinical evidence that US used in obstetrics, and gynecology
has any harmful effect on the fetus when following the inter-
national recommendations of expert groups [89]. In the USA,
the acoustic output of medical devices is directly regulated
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). US transducers
used for fetal imaging need to comply with the FDA guide-
lines (Track-1) of a maximum spatial-peak-temporal-average
intensity Ispta = 94 mW/cm2 and a maximum spatial-peak-
pulse-average Isppa = 190 W/cm2 [90]. US systems for
fHR monitoring produce acoustic output power levels that
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Fig. 6. (a) CW Doppler acquisition. (b) PW Doppler acquisition.

are significantly lower. Therefore, there is no contraindication
for use even for extended monitoring periods [89]. Neverthe-
less, in general, obstetric US should not be carried out for
nonmedical reasons, and US exposure should be as-low-as-
reasonably achievable [89], [91].

B. Doppler Signal Processing

1) Doppler Modes: When a US wave is reflected by a
moving target (see Section II-A1), its frequency changes
accordingly. This shift in frequency is known as the Doppler
frequency shift, fd , which is described as follows:

fd = 2 f0v cos (θ)

c
(3)

where v cos(θ) is the velocity of the target along the direction
of the US beam. In general, if the target approaches the
transducer, the received frequency increases (i.e., fd > 0),
while it decreases when the target moves away.

Two different modes of Doppler US exist, continuous wave
(CW) Doppler and PW Doppler, and both are applied for
fHR monitoring. In general, handheld systems used for
intermittent measurements typically employ CW US, while
fHR monitoring during a CTG recording is typically obtained
using the PW Doppler systems.

In the CW Doppler systems [see Fig. 6(a)], at least two
transducer elements are required, one acting as the transmitter
and the other one acting as the receiver. The sample volume
(SV) is defined as the region where the US beams of trans-
mitter and receiver overlap. In a PW Doppler system [see
Fig. 6(b)], the transducer transmits US pulses with a certain
pulse duration (T ) and pulse repetition frequency (PRF). The
reflected US pulses are sampled at a time corresponding to
a specific depth from the transducer, a process called range
gating. The range gate duration, together with T, defines
the length of the SV. The width of the SV is defined by
the geometry of the transmitted US beam [60]. For fHR
monitoring systems, typically long SVs are used, making the
fHR recordings more robust against the movement of the
fetal heart and helping with positioning of the US transducer.
This comes at the cost of spectral broadening and increased
chance that multiple tissue structures move within the SV.
To reduce the signal ambiguity caused by pulsating maternal
arteries, Wohlschlager and Franck [92] described in a patent
the automatic adjustment of the range gate duration based on
the assessment of periodicity of the acquired Doppler signals.
Furthermore, multi-depth Doppler acquisitions have been pro-
posed, in which the US signal is range-gated at various depths
for improved fHR estimation and FM classification [63], [75].

In another patent, Doppler signals are acquired using multiple
range gates, and it is tested whether measured fHRs fall in the
range of a typical fetal heart [93].

In PW Doppler systems, each transmitted US pulse produces
one sample of the Doppler signal. It should be noted that for
the PW Doppler, the phase shift, rather than the Doppler fre-
quency shift, fd , between pulses is actually measured. Never-
theless, (3) can still be used to measure the target velocity [94].

Since the PRF represents the sampling frequency of the
Doppler signal, it sets a limit to the maximum measur-
able velocity vmax = ±c0PRF/(4 f0cos(θ)) without aliasing.
As described in Section II-C, the tissue velocities of the
LV and RV are sufficiently low (i.e., vRV = 12.5 cm/s
and vLV = 11.1cm/s) to allow measuring a Doppler signal
without aliasing for US frequencies in the typical range of
f0 = 1–3 MHz. However, aliasing may occur for faster blood
velocities measured at high US frequencies when the fetal
heart is located deep within the body.

2) Doppler Signal Extraction: The received US radiofre-
quency echo signals are modulated both in amplitude,
depending on the US wave propagation through tissue and
the scanning condition, and in phase, depending on the depth
of the target [75]. A large variety of demodulation techniques
exist, and the reader is referred to [95] and [96] for a compre-
hensive description. The most widely used demodulation for
CW and PW Doppler is the phase-quadrature demodulation,
which consists in mixing the received US signal with the car-
rier signals cos(2π f0t) and sin(2π f0t), to yield, after low-pass
filtering, the base-band in-phase (I ) and quadrature (Q) com-
ponents, respectively. After the range gate process described
in Section III-B1, a bandpass filter is applied to remove clutter
produced by the slow-moving tissue, FMs, and UC [70], [75],
as well as possible maternal blood vessel interferences as well
as fast isolated FMs [14], [54].

It should be noted that in the fHR monitoring often only
a single-signal channel (I or Q) is used, which is referred
to as a nondirectional Doppler US. The demodulation for
a nondirectional signal can be implemented using a few
passive components and, hence, has the advantage of reduced
costs. An example of such nondirectional Doppler US signal
is shown in Fig. 2(b). By analyzing the phase relation in
the IQ signal, the forward and reverse signal components
can be extracted using a variety of methods [97], which
are implemented using digital circuits [98]–[100]. This is
referred to as directional Doppler US. Here, we highlight
again the applications objective of measuring the fHR for
the assessment of fetal well-being before and during labor.
This is different from standard US Doppler modalities, which
aim at in-depth analysis of cardiac flow dynamics. In those
modalities, the Doppler signal is further processed and a
velocity–time representation is typically provided for specific
locations, defined by the SV. In the Doppler systems for
fHR measurement, the SV is large compared to the fetal heart,
and only a global assessment of cardiac rhythm is possible.

C. Fetal Heart Rate Extraction

1) Signal Content: Shakespeare [70] analyzed the signal
content of the Doppler signals obtained with a commercially
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available fHR monitor and was able to identify six cardiac
events: atrial contraction (Atc), ventricular contraction (Vtc),
mitral valve opening (MVo), mitral valve closing (MVc),
aortic valve opening (AVo), and aortic valve closing (AVc).
However, these events are hardly visible in the Doppler
signal at the same cardiac cycle. In most Doppler recordings,
only four cardiac events can be reliably detected [63], [68].
Depending on the transducer positioning and insonification
angle, the acquired Doppler signals of the same fetal heart
may significantly differ [69]. Rotation and movement of the
fetus may completely change the Doppler signal content over
time. The most dominant component of the Doppler signal is
due to cardiac wall movement [54], [70], with Vtc having only
30% of the amplitude compared to Atc [70].

2) Fetal Heart Rate Estimation: For fHR estimation, first,
the envelope of the Doppler signal is detected and subse-
quently fed into an fHR estimation algorithm. For envelope
detection, the Hilbert transform is typically used to calculate
the analytic signal. The amplitude is, thus, detected and
subsequently low-pass filtered [64], [69], but other envelope
detection methods may also be considered [27]. An example
of such envelope signal is shown in Fig. 2(c). Commercially
available fHR monitor typically use the envelope of the nondi-
rectional Doppler signal, while other algorithms are based on
the envelope of the directional Doppler signal [63], [77].

In early fHR monitors (first-generation fHR monitors),
the fHR was estimated from the time between peaks in
the envelope signal of two successive heartbeats. However,
due to the noisy nature of the signal and multiple peaks
within one cardiac cycle, reliability and accuracy of the esti-
mated fHR were poor [101]. With the increasing availability
of microprocessors, in modern systems (second-generation
fHR monitors), these problems are overcome by the implemen-
tation of an autocorrelation function (ACF) for fHR estima-
tion [101], [102]. In an ACF approach, the Doppler envelope
signal is correlated with a delayed copy of itself to detect the
periodicity within the signal. A standard implementation may
be defined as follows:

ACF[τ ] =
N−τ∑

j=0

x[n + j ]x[n + j + τ ], 0 ≤ τ ≤ N (4)

where x is the analyzed signal, n is the first sample in the
autocorrelation window, N is the length of the ACF window
expressed in samples, and τ is the delay [69]. The delay at
which the ACF shows a maximum, τmax, can be converted
into an fHR estimate, expressed in bpm, by fHR = fs60/τmax,
with fs being the signal sampling frequency. The ACF applied
to an exemplary envelope signal is shown in Fig. 2(d). Most
fHR monitors in the clinical practice provide the fHR estimate
at evenly sampled data points using the sample-and-hold
methods. The internationally established standard is to provide
the fHR estimate every 0.25 s, which guarantees that no heart
beat is missed at a maximal fHR of 240 bpm [103] but
may result in duplicate and incorrect fHR samples. Therefore,
algorithms have been developed to recover the time event
series of consecutive heart beats from the evenly sampled
fHR recordings [103], [104].

By comparing the Doppler signal waveform of one cardiac
cycle with the waveforms of other cardiac cycles within the
same window N , only an average fHR estimate is obtained.
It is known that due to low SNR, the beat-to-beat accuracy of a
Doppler-based fHR monitor is lower compared to electrophys-
iological measurements, which can make use of the distinct
morphology of the ECG signal [105]. Improved robustness of
fHR estimation using the ACF comes at the cost of reduced
beat-to-beat accuracy [67]. Therefore, Wrobel et al. [105]
proposed to retrospectively correct fHR variability features
extracted from the fHR trace obtained with the ACF approach,
using linear regression.

More recently, the ACF method has been further improved
to obtain accurate beat-to-beat fHR estimation [30], [69].
Peters et al. [30] proposed a two-step approach, in which
global estimates of peak location are obtained from a low-pass-
filtered envelope signal and subsequently used to define the
time window, in which the ACF is calculated. In this way, they
guaranteed that only two successive heart cycles contribute
to the fHR estimate [30]. In [69], the window size and
execution timing of the ACF are dynamically updated based
on the latest estimate of the fHR. Furthermore, peaks found in
the ACF are given a higher probability of corresponding to the
correct cardiac cycle if they fall in the range of the previously
determined fHR [69].

In [63], the fHR estimation from directional Doppler signals
is compared with that from nondirectional Doppler signals.
Improved performance is shown for the fHR estimation based
on the directional Doppler signals.

It is important that the quality of the Doppler signals and the
associated reliability of fHR estimation are assessed prior to
the CTG analysis, and if required, recordings with low quality
are removed [106]. A common strategy for signal quality
assessment is based on assessing the prominence of the peak
found in the ACF [69]. In addition, signal quality may be
directly evaluated from features obtained in the raw Doppler
signal, such as entropy or wavelet coefficients [107], or using
template-matching approaches [108].

3) Signal Simulation for Algorithm Development: Signal
processing and analysis are executed on proprietary sys-
tems, and on the latest systems, only the estimated fHR
is available as digital output. For the research community,
it is often challenging to access the raw Doppler US sig-
nals acquired with a commercially available US transducer,
which prevents the advancement of accurate and robust fHR
estimation algorithms. In addition, data acquisition on the
vulnerable patient population, i.e., the developing fetus and
the pregnant mother, is associated with high organizational
burden.

In vitro and in silico models have been developed, which
allow the generation of artificial signals suitable for algorithm
development. Already in 1986, Morgenstern et al. [109] devel-
oped a test setup to compare the beat-to-beat accuracy of
commercial fHR monitors. This setup consists of a diaphragm
in a water tank which is brought into a predefined periodical
motion, corresponding to typical fHR values. The motion of
the diaphragm was tuned such that the frequency of acquired
Doppler signals matches those of in vivo signals [109]. In
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a different study, a valve mimicking the diaphragm, brought
into motion by a pulsatile pump, is placed in a semicircular
water bath allowing insonification by the US transducer under
calibrated angles [110]. The setup was used to prove that the
insonification angle between the US transducer and the heart
valve has a negligible effect on the estimation of fetal cardiac
time intervals [110]. In [111], the linear motion of an electrical
relays armature is controlled via a microcontroller to create
Doppler shifts similar to those caused by the cardiac wall as
well as by valve motion. However, this setup is only applicable
for experiments in air.

For more realistic measurements, in [61] and [62], an
experimental setup was designed, in which a chicken heart
is brought into a beat-like motion pattern within a water tank.
US attenuation due to fat was obtained by adding an acoustic
absorbing layer between the target and the US transducer, and
this setup allows mimicking the out-of-beam motion of the
heart due to FM or transducer displacement [77]. A limitation
of the described setups is that no real heart contraction can be
mimicked, disregarding the complex sequence of events during
a cardiac cycle [see Fig. 4(b)].

As an alternative to experimental data, artificial Doppler
signals may be created using simulations. Lee et al. [112]
recorded the in vivo audio signal via the output jack of a
handheld Doppler device [112]. The heart beats within the
signal were manually annotated to create a template, which
can be used to generate Doppler signals corresponding to pre-
defined fHR traces and, by the addition of noise, of different
SNRs [112]. Similarly, Voicu et al. [63] analyzed the statistical
characteristics of a real directional envelope signal. This was
used to generate a directional envelope signal corresponding
to either the forward or backward component of the Doppler
signal, or, by combining both components, a nondirectional
Doppler envelope signal.

D. Display and Presentation

To help positioning the US transducer on the maternal
abdomen or to enable diagnostic analysis, the Doppler signal
is often made audible by the monitoring system [38]. This
is possible because the Doppler frequency shifts produced by
the tissue velocities of a cardiac contraction fall in the low
kHz range, i.e., fd < 1 kHz, which is within the audible
range of a human [70].

The acquired Doppler signals are typically not directly
shown on the fHR monitor. Here, we highlight again the
difference from clinically used spectral Doppler measure-
ments, in which the acquired Doppler signals are presented
in a velocity–time curve enabling the quantitative analy-
sis of tissue and blood velocities. Instead, only the esti-
mated fHR signal [compare Fig. 2(e)] is directly sent to the
CTG monitoring system, where it is displayed together with
the UC signal. In handheld systems for intermittent mea-
surements, the fHR is often shown on an LCD screen on
the device itself. In proprietary company products, the raw
Doppler signals remain inaccessible, which makes the eval-
uation and development of Doppler signal processing and
analysis techniques challenging [113].

IV. DISCUSSION

This article provides an overview of the state-of-the-art
technology of Doppler-based fHR monitoring. Key aspects to
be considered for designing a Doppler-based fHR monitoring
system are highlighted and discussed. One of these aspects is
the FOV of the transducer. A large FOV helps with positioning
the US transducer and makes the recording more robust to
fHL changes. However, a drawback of large FOVs is that
adjacent moving tissue structures contribute to the Doppler
signal, leading to clutter artifacts and reduced SNR by spectral
broadening. The FOV can be influenced by the transducer
geometry, i.e., the radius of the individual transducer elements,
the number of elements, and their spacing within the array,
as well as the used transmission frequency (i.e., a lower
frequency increases the size of the beam).

Although lower frequencies are advantageous in terms of
low signal attenuation, higher frequencies lead to improved
sensitivity to measure flow and tissue velocities. The choice
between these design options is strongly dependent on the
intended use case, e.g., intermittent versus continuous moni-
toring, and the target population in which the fHR monitor is
used.

The choice of the appropriate Doppler mode is mainly
determined by the possible need for depth adjustment, which
is only possible in PW systems. Although the PW system
receiver architecture is slightly more complex compared to
CW systems, obtaining the Doppler signal from a specific
depth allows optimizing the SNR of the signal. Similarly,
acquisition of a directional Doppler signal is not as simple
as the acquisition of a nondirectional Doppler signal. How-
ever, with currently available processing devices such as field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), there is no reason to give
up the improved Doppler signal analysis offered by directional
approaches.

The most commonly applied method to estimate the
fHR from the acquired Doppler signals is based on the
ACF approach, in which the periodicity within the signal is
determined. The advantage of this technique, compared to,
e.g., peak detection methods, is its robustness to extract the
fHR from low SNR signals. Here, the key parameter to be
tuned is the length of the ACF window, with an improved
robustness at longer length, but reduced beat-to-beat accuracy.
When no beat-to-beat accuracy is required, a long window
length should be used.

After more than 50 years, CTG plays a central role in the
clinical decision making, and it is likely to maintain this role in
the future [5]. For Doppler-based fHR monitoring technology,
the key limitation is obtaining the correct transducer position
on the maternal abdomen and the associated problems of signal
loss. New innovations should tackle this problem, leading to
more robust monitoring of the fHR, improved fetal health
assessment, and improved clinical workflow.

Another limiting factor for improving the fHR estimation
is the restricted access to raw US data, which is internally
processed on proprietary fHR monitors of different companies.
The situation is similar to that of clinical US imaging scanners,
which do not provide such access to researchers. In this
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case, the problem has been overcome through the introduction
of open scanners that have significantly boosted US imag-
ing research [114]. Providing access to raw US data might
help the scientific community to develop improved signal
processing methods for more accurate and robust estimation of
the fHR.

V. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

A. Improving Fetal Health Assessment

Future technological developments of the Doppler-based
fHR monitoring will be driven by the need for improved fetal
health assessment based on information not easily available
by other technologies such as fECG, fMCG, fPCG, or fPPG.
Although FM identification is already a part of most fetal mon-
itors, improved signal analysis may add further clinical value
of FM monitoring in CTG [115]. It was shown that appropriate
processing of Doppler signals obtained during CTG recording
enables an objective assessment of fetal activity [116].

Besides fHR estimation alone, studies have investigated
the possibility of extracting the timing of cardiac events
from Doppler US signals for improved diagnostic capabili-
ties [117]–[119]. This may be accompanied by measurements
using other modalities. Khandonker et al. [118] simultane-
ously acquired the abdominal fECG and Doppler US signals
for improved identification of cardiac events, which allows
the derivation of myocardial performance indices. While
Kupka et al. [117] used time–frequency analysis of the
Doppler US signal, Khandonker et al. [118] used multireso-
lution wavelet decomposition for automatic identification of
cardiac valve motion. Furthermore, in [119], more sophis-
ticated algorithms, e.g., empirical mode decomposition and
hybrid support vector machines-hidden Markov models, for
the automated estimation of fetal cardiac timing effects from
CW Doppler US were used.

Besides standard Doppler, the clinical value of the Doppler
US imaging in the context of fetal health assessment has
been proven during labor. Hecher et al. [120] combined the
Doppler US-based fHR monitoring with color flow imaging
in a study on fetuses with intrauterine growth restriction.
They concluded that the pulsatility index derived from the
Doppler velocity waveform of the ductus venosus and a shunt
between the umbilical vein and the inferior vena cava, together
with short-term variations of fHR, are important markers for
determining the optimal timing of delivery [120]. In the meta-
analysis conducted by Alfirevic and Neilson [121], analysis
of umbilical artery waveforms has also been identified as
an important tool to prevent perinatal death and antenatal
admissions. Doppler velocimetry during labor has been used to
evaluate the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying fHR
in compromised fetuses [122]. These analyses rely on an oper-
ator who positions the diagnostic US transducer and identifies
the measurement site in the US images. Therefore, at this time,
the full potential of Doppler US technology has not yet been
brought to bear on continuous monitoring. However, with the
development of operator-independent transducer arrays [80],
this potential may be unlocked.

In a patent by Hoctor [123], a capacitive micromachined
US transducer (CMUT) array is described, which allows

insonifying a 3-D space to track the fetal heart when the
fetus moves within the maternal abdomen. CMUT arrays
are a relatively new type of US transducers, which have
the potential to be cost-effective and can be integrated into
miniaturized electronics [124]. Furthermore, they do not con-
tain lead. The use of lead is a drawback of conventional piezo-
electric transducers given environmental regulations [125].
It should be noted that the pitch (spacing) between individual
transducer elements of multi-element transducer arrays used
in clinical practice is relatively large. A large pitch, viz.,
a pitch larger than λ/2, prevents using these arrays for effective
beam steering without the creation of grating lobes [60]. New
arrays suitable for beam steering need to be developed for
fetal Doppler. Liu et al. [126] believe that for the automatic
selection of the correct SV, artificial intelligence may be a key
enabling technology for identification of the heart location.

B. Improving Accessibility and Reducing Costs

The nonstress test CTG is a sensitive tool to detect fetuses
in immediate danger of deterioration and compromise [127],
but performing regular monitoring sessions in the clinic
is time-consuming and cost-inefficient [128] and, therefore,
tele-monitoring of fHR, not only limited to the Doppler
US technology, is gaining more and more interest [127], [129],
[130]. In the study performed by Boatin et al. [130], a Doppler
US transducer is positioned by trained personnel before a
wireless monitoring session is initiated, whereas in [127],
mothers are trained to perform the whole measurement ses-
sion, including transducer positioning, on their own. In a
questionnaire conducted by Brown et al. [131], professionals
were asked for their opinion on long-term continuous fetal
monitoring, concluding that the majority of clinicians have
a positive opinion but have concerns that such systems may
increase maternal anxiety. It should be noted that clinicians
are concerned about the increased availability of handheld US
Doppler devices as they, even though safety limits are met,
are accompanied by the danger of wrong reassurance [132].
A key requirement of fHR monitoring at home is that it is
foolproof [130]. Operator-independent systems as described in
[80] may be a step into this direction.

Another important direction of technological development
of Doppler US systems is to make them accessible and
affordable in low-income and middle-income countries.
Approximately 98% of all annual, global stillbirths occur
in these countries, and fHR monitoring and labor sur-
veillance is regarded as one of the key interventions for
prevention [133]. In 2016, as alternative to the Pinard horn,
Byaruhanga et al. [21] evaluated the use of a low-cost
handheld fetal Doppler device powered by a hand crank
generator allowing fHR recordings sessions of several minutes.
In another recent study, a novel low-cost Doppler US-based
fHR monitor device has been successfully implemented and
evaluated in resource-limited hospitals [134].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, the Doppler US technology for fHR mon-
itoring is thoroughly described. Over the years, different
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transducer designs, signal processing techniques, and fHR
extraction methods have been developed for more accurate
and more robust monitoring of the fHR. Until this date,
Doppler US is the most used technology in clinical practice
and, with further technological developments, it will remain
an important tool for the assessment of fetal well-being.
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